
Field Recording Blogs

Name Twitter Audio Stream RSS Description

A Sound Effect Twitter RSS A blog dedicated to listing and discussing independent sound libraries.

A Sound Explorer Twitter SoundCloud RSS The adventures of capturing sounds around the world, the personal journal of Stephane Fufa Dufour.

Airborne Sound Twitter SoundCloud RSS My sound library blog. I write about the libraries I’ve released, as well as mastering tips, and gear reviews.

AL Audio Twitter SoundCloud RSS Andrew Lewis’s blog features various field recording subjects and explorations.

AudioDays SoundCloud RSS AudioDays presents dozens of designed sounds and textures from recordist RIchard Fair's experiments.

Azimuth Audio Twitter SoundCloud RSS Toronto editor Timothy Muirhead shares his ambitious and creative field recording sessions.

Binaural Diaries Twitter SoundCloud RSS Binaural soundscapes by field recordist Ollie Hall, ranging from clips from the UK, to Amsterdam, and Japan.

Bivouac Recording Twitter SoundCloud RSS Bivouac Recording is a field recording label based in Shanghai, China since 2009. We focus on releasing socially-relevant albums that build awareness or document humanity using sound.

China Field Recordings RSS China Field Recordings was started in 2012 and focuses on capturing traditional Chinese folk music. During our 5 year history we've travelled extensively throughout China, including Guizhou, Guangxi and Xinjiang 
capturing and documenting the audio and video recordings of traditional and rare ethnic Chinese music. Our work has been featured on international media, including ETBA Spain, CCTV China and BBC UK.

Daan Hendriks Twitter SoundCloud RSS Field recording notes and experiences from Daan Hendriks, with experiences recording in Africa.

Dan McComb Twitter RSS McComb is a Seattle-based documentary filmmaker who posts about his craft, as well as sound-related gear.

Diane Hope Twitter SoundCloud Diane Hope is a former environmental scientist who records location sound, and creates audio for museums and posts. She also hosts a solstice recordings gathered from field recordists worldwide.

Dynamic Interference Twitter SoundCloud RSS Shaun Farley’s blog explores sound with a particular focus on picture.

Eric Mooney Twitter SoundCloud RSS Eric Mooney blogs about pursuing innovative sounds, informed with a history in music.

Field Art Twitter SoundCloud The field recording blog of Andreas Usenbenz.

Field Sepulchra Twitter SoundCloud RSS Field recordist Michael Raphael is always exploring cool sound effects. Learn more on his blog.

Hz and Bits Twitter SoundCloud RSS Christian Hagelskjaer From’s blog about sound design and sound libraries.

Jean-Edouard Miclot Twitter SoundCloud RSS Jean-Edouard Miclot writes about field recording, sound effects, software, and sound design.

Jez Riley French Twitter SoundCloud Field recordings with a compelling exploration of place.

London Sound Survey Twitter SoundCloud Posts about field recording, and audio (past and present) of London, England.

Martin Pinsonnault SoundCloud RSS Martin is a sound designer and supervising sound editor based out of Montréal, Canada. He writes about collecting sound, production sound, and sound libraries.

Miguel Isaza Twitter SoundCloud RSS Miguel Isaza’s creative explorations of field recording and sound design.

Noise Jockey Twitter SoundCloud RSS Nathan Moody’s “multi-disciplinary designer’s journey in field recording, sound design, sound effects, and music.” Thoughtful explorations of sound.

Out Recording Twitter RSS Ambisonic field recordings in Taiwan with Glenn Panozzo Jr.

Rick Blything Twitter SoundCloud RSS Rick Blything blog features field recordings from exotic locations.

Sonic Field

Sonic Salute Blog Twitter SoundCloud RSS Mikkel Nielsen’s blog exploring field recordings and his sound libraries.

Sonicskepsi Twitter SoundCloud RSS Michael Maroussas writes about dialogue and ADR editing, and his popular Sound Collector’s Club.

Sound + Design Twitter RSS Social Sound Design/Stack Exchange founder Andrew Spitz shares his thoughts on sound design, experiments, and news.

Sound Ark Twitter SoundCloud RSS The blog of Angel Pérez Grandi.

Sound Mind Blog Twitter SoundCloud RSS Michal Fojcik’s blog about field recording, sound editing, designing, and mixing.

Sound of Essen RSS Field recordings and experiences from Nils Mosh of Essen, Germany

Sound Related Twitter RSS A blog by Joseph Dutaillis, Sydney based audio engineer, sound designer and location recordist.

Soundlandscapes Blog Twitter RSS A blog with a very narrow field recording focus: sound effects from Paris, France. Carefully considered explorations of the connection of sound and place.

Sounds Like Noise RSS Posts about exploring the unique sonic character of Australia.

Soundscape Ecology SoundCloud RSS A blog documenting the work of Stephan Marche with sounds inspired by the recordings by Bernie Krause, R. Murray Schafer, and Gordon Hempton. Says Marche, the blog “features found sounds and field recordings I 
constantly gather during my numerous trips through rural environments, noisy cities and undiscovered places.”

Stosh Tuszynski Twitter SoundCloud RSS The audio explorations of Stosh Tuszynski.

Tamas Dragon Twitter SoundCloud RSS Tamas Dragon is a Hungarian sound engineer. His posts explore Pro Tools, field recording, and more.

The Music of Sound Twitter SoundCloud RSS Sound editor and popular indie field recordist Tim Prebble shares is thoughs on field recording.

The Noise of Norway Twitter SoundCloud RSS Thomas Alf’s field recording explorations.

The Recordist Twitter SoundCloud RSS Field recordist Frank Bry shares his explorations recording sound effects for his indie sound libraries.

The Sound Design Process Twitter SoundCloud RSS Field recordist and sound designer Melissa Pons’s explorations of recording, editing, and creativity.

The Sound My Head Makes Twitter SoundCloud RSS Field recordist Rene Coronado posts about recording, microphones, and experimentation in audio.

Verena Sounds With verenasounds.com I currently explore my surroundings under the aspect of "places". places is an ongoing long-term project with the aim of exploring the sounds of my immediate surroundings. Centered around my 
hometown Solothurn, Switzerland, I go on regular field recording trips and record the sounds of a certain place or event.

The Wild Blog Twitter RSS The result is a growing number of blog posts related to my personal perspective on the sound of a certain place.

Thinking Sound RSS Thoughts and questions about sound.

Wild Mountain Echoes SoundCloud RSS Incredible wildlife field recordings by Christine Hass. The sound effects are accompanied by fascinating blog posts about the coyotes, birds, and frogs she captures. Says Hass, “I hope the sounds and stories evoke 
memories and awareness, so that there will always be quiet, wild places.”

World Sounds SoundCloud RSS A site of worldwide field recordings captured by Colin Hunter. Evocative sound effects from Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East, paired with images and maps. Hunter states: “Behind every recording there is always a 
story. Accompanying each sound I post is some background on where the recording was made and what it means to me, the recordist.”
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